Case Study: Capgemini

CHALLENGE
•

Capgemini, API Fortress
and Oracle Cloud Team Up
to Help a Large Retailer
Adopt a CI/CD Pipeline

API testing was constraining time to production
(bottlenecking)

•

Siloed testing methods were causing inconsistent
API quality between teams and environments

•

Feedback loops were too slow, and bugs were not
found quickly

•

Testing cycles were too long for an efficient, highperformance CI/CD pipeline

•

Software and test engineers were not unified in API
quality methodology

Capgemini partners with API Fortress (continuous API testing)

•

and Oracle Cloud (API management) to transform API-first

API testing was not occurring at the Oracle API
gateway to help save time

development with intelligent, efficient automation.

This large retailer has set a high bar for customer experience
(CX), employee experience (EX) and brand strength. Their

SOLUTION
•

then allowed for easy creation of integration tests

mobile apps and API programs have been critical to their

that reproduce user behaviors

ongoing success, particularly as they have taken on new
challenges in the on-demand economy.

When the retailer partnered with Capgemini and API Fortress,
one of their top goals was to significantly accelerate time-to-

•

and API failures. By adopting a continuous integration and

•

Functional uptime monitoring using existing tests

•

Centralized API testing solution that improves
collaboration, efficiency, and visibility across all
departments

•

Immediate feedback from API Fortress along with a
unified dashboard, data visualization, reporting, and

continuous delivery (CI/CD) pipeline within a microservices
architecture, the retailer took a major step toward achieving

Functional and load test automation as part of the
CI/CD flow (Jenkins)

market for new releases and features. At the same time, they
wanted to avoid increasing the risk of costly software defects

Automated API functional test generation, which

notifications about defects at the API level
•

breakthrough “quality at speed.”

Helped Capgemini reduce testing cycles thanks
to automation, integration with existing tools,
ability to reuse tests, and ability to unify software

In the PoC, we noticed a considerable increase in the quality
of code released with the help of API Fortress. Their flexible
platform makes it easy to integrate API testing into any
workflow without disrupting legacy or new tools. We shifted
testing left and standardized a single API testing strategy
across the whole organization.

and test engineers
•

API mocking allowed QA testers to shit testing
left and write accurate API tests before software
went live

•

Integration of API Fortress with Oracle Cloud API
Platform further accelerates and simplifies the testing
cycle by unifying test creation with API designs

-Sander Rensen, Lead Solution Architect at CapGemini
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Digital Transformation Starts with Continuous Quality
“Build quality in early. Testing as an afterthought
totally disrupts Agile development velocity,
since developers waste a lot of time going back and
fixing complex bugs of code they wrote days and
weeks before.”
-Diego Lo Giudice, Vice President, Principal Analyst at Forrester

knew from experience that one of their first priorities
was to solve the problem of bottlenecks in testing,
particularly those costly and time-consuming testing
bottlenecks that come late in the lifecycle and frustrate
developers, product owners and business owners.

The UI testing solution already in place was not enough
to achieve continuous quality and eliminate testing

Lead Solution PaaS Architect at Capgemini, Sander

bottlenecks. After all, UI testing cannot sufficiently test

Rensen, has managed the successful rollout of API-first

APIs, the backbone of all modern mobile apps and web

development, microservices architectures, and CI/

services. Formerly, software quality teams may have

CD pipelines at multiple global enterprises. Capgemini

divided testing into 80% for UI and 20% for APIs. But

clients have benefited from accelerated journeys to

modern apps and services have inverted the allocation

complete and safe digital transformation.

of testing to 80% for APIs and 20% of UI.

For this retailer, Sander and other Capgemini leaders

Learn More about API Testing vs. UI Testing for CI/CD or Download the
API Fortress Solution Brief

for Insight into Digital Transformation

Capgemini also recognized that the agile development

Sander Rensen explains: “When 20% of total testing was

teams at the retailer would be challenged to create and

API testing, it was okay for test engineers to keep API

manage increasingly granular test cases to support

testing in a silo. But today, testing cannot happen in a

increasingly sophisticated apps and cloud-native apps.

silo: there are way too many moving parts. Continuous

If the retailer was going to achieve continuous quality at

API testing for CI/CD must happen on a highly

speed with the sophisticated apps, they needed an easy

interoperable and collaborative platform. Developers,

way to seamlessly integrate API testing with test case

test engineers, and product or business owners need

management, version control systems and more.

to be able to work in parallel with nothing lost in
translation.”

www.apifortress.com
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Proof of Concept: Results
Capgemini selected API Fortress to power continuous

collaborate on API tests on their laptop computers

API testing for the retailer’s CI/CD. As an API-first

without having to work in a silo.

platform, API Fortress easily integrated with the
retailer’s test case management, version control

It was also important for the retailer to maintain

systems, and collaboration and notifications apps. The

ownership of all tests and testing data behind their

API Fortress platform is completely made of APIs.

perimeter. Capgemini activated the on-premises version
of API Fortress that safely tests internal, partner, and

API Fortress also integrated effortlessly via a built-in

third-party APIs.

integration with the retailer’s Jenkins CI/CD pipeline
and Oracle Cloud API Platform. With synched API

Capgemini and the retailer needed to test anything

design, management, testing, mocking (via API Fortress),

and everything at any scale. That meant increased

and monitoring, the Oracle-API Fortress bundle

regression testing could not be held back by traditional

was ready out-of-box to shift testing left for best

seat-based licensing. API Fortress provided an Unlimited

practices CI/CD.

License with a one-time (“continuous testing”)
activation fee.

Any user at Capgemini or the retailer was able to
create and automate sophisticated API tests—including

With everything in a single platform to shift testing

unified functional tests, integration and end-to-end

left, integrate with anything, and drive continuous

tests, and load tests and more. API Fortress made it

testing, mocking, and monitoring of APIs throughout the

easy for developers to build tests alongside API code in

lifecycle, API Fortress provided the ultimate solution for

their own IDE. Other users were able to auto-generate

Capgemini and the retailer to develop a successful API

scriptless tests with the drag-and-drop APIF Composer.

quality plan.

Optionally, API Fortress also offered a downloadable
IDE (APIF Forge), allowing anyone to build and

API Fortress
Features & Benefits
Unit testing, UI testing, and functional API testing are not
equal. Each has different objectives, and the success of one
doesn’t guarantee the success of another. Each requires a
strategy specific to their needs, and that’s where finding the
right solution for your API testing needs is critical.

Learn More aboutAPI Fortress:

Overview
API Fortress is an API-first platform dedicated to all aspects of API quality. Leverage the platform to build, execute,
and automate functional and performance testing. It is a complete test suite built for testers and engineers, with the
tools and applications needed to support their preferred workflows.
An entire platform within a container, that can be hosted anywhere in your organization’s datacenters or cloud. This
flexible architecture allows you to integrate an API testing strategy with your existing IT investments.

Features & Benefits Sheet

Remove the silos and eliminate redundancies with a standardized strategy that empowers your existing team
members, and increases transparency across the organization.

Key Features

Functional: Design functional tests in seconds
using your preferred method. Either build tests
in your own IDE, or generate tests from a spec
file or payload with a click in our Web GUI.
Reuse assertions, tokens, keys, code snippets,
and variables between tests.

Accurately assess if APIs respond quickly and correctly
under stress that reproduces true consumer behaviors.
Performance and Monitoring: Schedule existing
functional tests to act as uptime and performance
monitors. By using existing tests you go beyond
monitoring uptime, but are monitoring functional uptime
of your APIs. Also monitor third-party APIs that you

end tests that accurately reproduce consumer

depend on.

and components that allow unparalleled
intelligence in an API test. Create unfettered
tests in your own IDE, or the low-code Web GUI.
Write tests without needing to be proficient in
any particular programming language.

Add API Testing to Your
Agile Workflow
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seconds with an intuitive UI. Get detailed reporting with
download and latency metrics as consumers ramp up.

End-to-End (Integration): Easily build end-tobehavior. The library includes over 70 assertions

info@apifortress.com

Load (Stress): Use your existing functional or end-toend tests as load tests. Setup a load test in under 15

API TESTING PLATFORM:

Mocking: Shift left and accelerate releases with API
mocking. Empower test teams to work in parallel with
development teams as APIs are being written. Quickly
create mocks by recording API calls, or by using the GUI.

